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Participatory Governance
Utah Citizens' Counsel Transparent, Ethical, and Participatory Governance Committee
Article 7. All Utahns have the right to transparent and ethical governance as well as effective
participation in the democratic process.
Introduction
Last year's report focused on three needs: 1) redistricting, to reduce the power of one-party
governance, 2) campaign finance reform, to reduce the outsized influence of big money, and 3) a
more inclusive nominating process than the caucus/convention systems of the two major political
parties. We believe that these unfinished pieces of business remain the most important to address
in this year's report. Reform in each area would produce the greatest improvement in the
functioning of our democratic republic.
Redistricting
As last year's report described, Utah's current legislative districts do not fairly represent Utah
voters or their policy preferences. Republicans constitute 83% of the state legislature while
representing about two-thirds of the state's voters.1 The current gerrymandering of election
districts has resulted in one-party monopolies across the nation's congressional and state
legislative districts, inhibiting the ability to reach compromise among competing interests. It also
has tended to result in more polarization of party positions, reducing the role both of moderate
Republicans and moderate Democrats. Democracy should mean that voters pick their elected
representatives rather than the present system where our elected representatives pick their
voters.
David Daley, in his book Ratf**cked: The True Story Behind the Secret Plan to Steal America's
Democracy, makes a persuasive case, based on detailed evidence, that polarization across the
country has resulted from sophisticated gerrymandering by the political party with majority
power in state elections since 2010--the Republican Party.2 Utah has been no exception.
Republicans with right-wing ideologies have been capturing more than their fair share of Utah's
state and federal legislative districts. 3
The best way to address the self-serving problem of the majority party and incumbents protecting
themselves when they redistrict every ten years is to introduce independent, nonpartisan
redistricting commissions in the states--that is, take away the process of redistricting from the
political parties. Many states have confronted the need for redistricting directly. Six states
currently have independent commissions with primary responsibility for drawing district lines;
seven have political commissions.4 Five states have advisory commissions to recommend the
boundaries to their state legislatures, and at least five have backup commissions made up of
political officials or individuals appointed by political leaders who draw the district lines if their
legislatures are unable to agree on a plan.5 Iowa has its own unique redistricting system.6 Five
other states have reform efforts underway,7 and six more have lawsuits pending about their
state's redistricting plan on racial or partisan grounds.8
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Although achieving an independent Utah redistricting commission would be difficult, it is
likely to address the problem of one-party governance more effectively than any other
single reform. Under the federal constitution, no bar exists to establishing independent
redistricting commissions where state law allows them. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld
Arizona's commission, established by voter initiative, as constitutional under the federal election
clause.9 The voters' exercise of the legislative function was deemed co-equal to that of the
Arizona Legislature.
Utah's Constitution also allows citizens to exercise legislative power through the use of the
initiative process. It states:
The Legislative power of the State shall be vested in (a) a Senate and House of
Representatives which shall be designated the Legislature of the State of Utah; and (b)
the people of the State of Utah as provided in Subsection (2).
(2)(a)(i) The legal voters of the State of Utah, in the numbers, under the conditions, in
the manner, and within the time provided by statute, may: (A) initiate any desired
legislation and cause it to be submitted to the people for adoption upon a majority of
those voting on the legislation, as provided by statute10
Arizona's Constitution provides for amendments to its constitution by initiative; Utah's
Constitution has no such provision. Therefore, a Utah independent redistricting commission
might have to be established by statute, whether by initiative or passage by the Legislature.11
Although Utah statutory conditions make it difficult to obtain the required number of initiative
petition signatures to get on the ballot, it is not impossible. A broad coalition of supporters, with
sufficient financing and organization, could write and submit a petition in time to place it on the
2018 ballot. Without such an initiative, we believe that our democracy is threatened by a
legislature that is frequently unreceptive to public needs, and one-party rule is likely to continue.
Advisory redistricting commission bills were introduced in the 2016 legislative session, but no
action was taken. Even if a bill passed, UCC doubts that advice from a nonpartisan advisory
commission would be followed by the Legislature if the result was to undermine the power of the
party in power. The bills, however, kept the issue of redistricting alive, as did a legislative
resolution--not adopted--to broaden the criteria for redistricting.
Utah's Caucus/Convention System
Utah is one of only a few states to retain the caucus/convention system; others have direct
primaries by the voters. The Count My Vote compromise (see last year's UCC report) allowed
signature gathering as an alternative way to get on the primary ballot for those who did not gain
sufficient votes in party conventions. The Republican Party, after losing its court cases
challenging the compromise bill (SB 54), announced it would not file an appeal but would try to
modify the law in the upcoming legislative session. Among other changes sought, the Party said
it wanted control of candidate selection when the primary election did not produce a clear
majority vote for one person.12 Turning plurality votes back to the party for candidate selection,
however, would undermine the basic purpose of SB 54.
Last year, we urged sufficient years of experience before modifying SB 54. It is still early to
know how SB54 will affect future elections. The Salt Lake Tribune and Deseret News continue
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to support SB 54,13 and the Deseret News, in an August 2016 editorial, expressed hope that
opening up the nominating process would help more women gain legislative seats.14
The Utah Republican Party conducts a closed primary election; only registered Republicans can
vote. The Utah Democratic Party conducts an open primary. Closed primaries deny
representation by nonaffiliated voters in the selection of legislative candidates. Some states
have a partially open primary, allowing nonaffiliated voters (but not registered members of an
opposition political party) to participate. IndependentVoting.org, a national group organized in
30 states, is fighting the disenfranchisement of independent voters, who outnumber members of
both the major political parties.15 It supports "top-two" nonpartisan primaries, in which all voters
can choose any candidate without regard to party. Such primary election processes are already
used in Louisiana, California, and Washington State.16 South Dakota had a similar measure on
the ballot this year, but it was defeated.17
Campaign Finance Reform
Real reform of campaign financing is difficult to achieve, among other reasons because of a 2010
Supreme Court decision.18 Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission allowed corporations
and unions to spend unlimited amounts of money in support of election candidates as long as not
coordinated with individual campaigns.
Overturning Citizens United would be a start but would not prevent large amounts of "dark
money" (undisclosed donors to 501(c)(4) nonprofits)19 in elections. Tax exemption given to
other "527" groups (nonprofits with unlimited funding potential in elections whose donors must
be disclosed) would also survive. Big money infects campaigns up and down the line.20 By and
large, middle and working classes don't contribute to campaigns. (The Sanders presidential
campaign was an exception.) By May 31, 2016, 37% of political donations--$462 million--had
flowed to super PACs alone.21 Growing public frustration with the lack of campaign finance
reform has increased distrust of democracy. Without finance reform, the possibility of actual
oligarchical control of this country, whether by one party or big business interests, also increases.
Ordinary citizens feel like their needs count far less than the preferences of those with money to
influence lawmakers on key legislation.
Enforcing the requirement that super PACs remain independent of political campaigns is difficult
because the PACs have various camouflaged ways to coordinate. For instance, they can share the
same consultants and advertisers, and they can sell their data to the campaign.22 Money from
super PACs also can influence the minds of voters through ads, canvassing, and get-out-the-vote
(GOTV) campaigns. In other words, Super PACs influence not only lawmakers but voters.23
Action in 19 states and more than 680 local governments supports a constitutional amendment to
overturn Citizens' United.24 New York became the first state with at least one Republican state
legislative chamber (the state Senate) to call for a constitutional amendment to overturn Citizens
United. 25 Other states with ongoing efforts include Arkansas, Minnesota, Nebraska, and New
Hampshire. 26
An amendment to the U.S. Constitution would be difficult to adopt, but short of that, steps could
be taken to rein in spending by special interests: Federal legislation should require disclosure of
dark money and campaign contributions by government contractors, and blocks on
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communications between so-called "independent" groups and political campaigns.27 Another
option would be a revitalization of public financing of federal campaigns28 and a public
financing mechanism for state campaigns in Utah. For instance, South Dakota passed a ballot
measure to create a $50 tax credit that each voter can use to donate to a political candidate. South
Dakota also banned campaign contributions of more than $100 from lobbyists and state
contractors and requires that independent groups disclose their top five contributors to political
ads and electioneering communications within 60 days of an election.29 Seattle's reform was
described in last year's UCC report. In 2015, the Salt Lake City Council passed campaign
contribution limits on individuals and groups--$3500 in the aggregate for the mayor's race and
$750 for Council races.30 This was a beginning.
Commendations
•

Efforts by three legislators, Chavez-Houck, Iwamoto, and Nelson, to pass legislation or
rules seeking to constrain gerrymandering, although we do not believe anything short of
an Independent Redistricting Commission will achieve state-level nonpartisanship

•

Introduction of bills to limit campaign contributions by Democratic Representative
Brian King and former Republican Representative Kraig Powell

•

Contribution limits for Salt Lake City mayoral and city council races

•

Representative Greg Hughes' efforts to require disclosure for nonprofits who engage
in electioneering, even though the bill was challenged then gutted by a settlement

•

Salt Lake County's successful advisory redistricting commission and process

Recommendations
•

A broad coalition of good government groups should underwrite an initiative
petition establishing an independent, nonpartisan redistricting commission, with
preliminary study of the most feasible approach to such a process and commission.

•

The Gardner Policy Institute at the University of Utah, or a similar research group,
should study campaign financing reform options to ascertain the best way to limit
campaign contributions and encourage smaller donors to become involved in elections.

•

The Legislature should establish legal state disclosure requirements for 501(c)(3) and
501(c)(4) nonprofits. California's new disclosure law or New York's disclosure
regulations could serve as models.

•

The Republican Party should be encouraged to open its primary elections to
nonaffiliated voters. Alternatively, Utah should adopt a direct primary.

•

The Legislature should allow SB 54 to remain as presently written, allowing more
experience to ascertain its impact on voters and the democratic process.
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